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Name of  Activity: How do you go home? (Speaking Activity)

Target learners: 10 year-olds/ 4th grade

Time required: 30 minutes

Aims

1. To be able to say the answering sentence “I go home by bus.” 
2. To be able to ask the question “How do you go home?“ fluently.
3. Not to be afraid to speak English.

Materials required & pre-lesson preparation

1. A big dice and 15 small dice.
2. A ball.
3. Transportation flash cards
4. Review the question and answering sentences.

In class procedure

1. Review transportation words, e.g.  by bike, by bus, by car, by MRT, by spaceship, on foot.
2. Try to use vocabularies in the sentence “I go home by ______.”
3. Present and practice the question “How do you go home?” 
4. Present:  student A asks “How do you go home?”, and then student B answers “I go home 

by ______. “ 
5. Game: name the dice’s numbers: 1- by bike, 2- by bus, 3- by car, 4-, by MRT, 5- by 

spaceship, 6- on foot. Student A asks the question and  Student B throws the dice, then 
according dice’s number answer the question. 

6. Pair work: Students play the game in pairs.
7. Survey: Find your friend, and finish the “How do you go home?” worksheet.

Follow up

1. Pupils might be interested in the Q & A in the game. Be careful students use prepositions, on 
or by, in the answer sentence. If they are wrong, teacher can ask the other pupil to correct it.

2. Encourage pupils to try to speak out an not be afraid or to listen quietly.
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How do you go home?
Class:              Name:             Number:            

Fill the blank, and ask your friend” How do you go home�”

Hello, I’m __________. I go home    by /on                   .

Name

by   _____
on

by   _�RT_
on

by   _____
on

by   _____
on

by   _____
on

by   _____
on

  Eva 

Word Bank:    bike   bus   car    MRT    spaceship    foot 
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